
Across the Ditch - The Return Match
Tuesday 18th April 2023

Match Report

Well, here we are again folks. Last year saw the launch of this world-class event. You may recall
that Auckland and friends carried the day, through the heroic efforts of their junior/restricted players
– summary below.

Leaderboard - Open - Last Year

Leaderboard - Junior/Restricted - Last Year

Open: North Shore +203.24, Auckland -203.24
Junior: Auckland +238.60, North Shore -238.60
Overall: Auckland +35.36, North Shore -35.36
For all the details, see Open/Intermediate results, Intermediate junior results,
and last year’s Match report.

https://oceania.realbridge.online/dj.html?p=220712229826&q=BridgeAcrossTheDitch1
https://oceania.realbridge.online/dj.html?p=220712229827&q=BridgeAcrossTheDitch2
https://www.akbc.co.nz/2022/Bridge_Across_the_Ditch_July_2022_Match_Report.pdf


So our Trans-Tasman cousins were thirsting for revenge, and so it transpired. Top 10 pairs in each
section were as follows.

But which country won overall this year? Gary Barwick, obviously not satisfied with last year’s
results, came up with a new method for calculating a winner, and (no surprise) it was Australia this
time that triumphed.  We tried tweaking his calculations, but even sharing Michael Courtney (who
has one foot in each country), we had to admit that Australia had won this time.

Open:  New Zealand won, 283 points,  Australia 277.
Restricted: Australia won, 221, New Zealand 151.

Overall: Australia 498, New Zealand 434.

Links to the full results.
Open: AcrossTheDitchOpenTue18Ap
Restricted: AcrossTheDitchRestrictedTue18Apr

https://oceania.realbridge.online/dq.html?p=230418225327&q=AcrossTheDitchOpenTue18Apr
https://oceania.realbridge.online/dq.html?p=230418225328&q=AcrossTheDitchRestrictedTue18Apr


Here are the lists of this year’s entrants, together with action shots of the happy smiling faces of
some of the nearly 150 who played in the event. Apologies if any of them are embarrassed by their
backgrounds.





So how do you win an event like this?

What better way to find out than to look at the
winners’ sterling efforts: 70+ % in a field of this
quality is an extraordinary achievement. At
pairs, it is a lot about scoring those vital
overtricks or defending well so as to avoid
giving away extra tricks. Here we see the Open
winners showing just how to do it. No
sophistication in the bidding necessary – 4 card
openings, natural 2NT response - but playing
the socks off the final contract. Michael
Courtney received the lead of 7♥, which he
won in hand. He was very keen to avoid letting
South get the lead, as a club through his
tenuous holding could prove costly. So he
crossed to dummy with a spade and laid down
the Q♦, intending to run it if not covered. South
was caught napping, and erred by not covering,
so that was 5 tricks in that suit, together with
two spades and 3 hearts. +430 scored 52 out
of 54 match points.

Another very important aspect of the pairs game
is to compete accurately in part score battles.
Here Michael makes a late entry into the fray by
coming in with a second round take out double
to show the majors, and the pair wound up to the
easy 3♥ to score another 52 out of 54.



And where did the Intermediate winners
record their good scores? Here David
Boyle as South opened a 15-17 NT,
which West decided to double for
penalties, showing 15 plus points. With
8 points, East should pass, as they
have a clear majority of the points, but
decided to pull to 2 hearts. This was not
a great success, and the contract
eventually wandered 2 light, for 20 out
of 22 match points to the eventual
victors.

Finally, a cautionary tale.

A very useful advanced convention is Exclusion Blackwood (or Key Card, whichever you choose).
This is usually initiated when one side discovers a good major suit fit, and the next bidder has a
void. A jump to the 5 level in the void suit asks partner for aces or key cards outside that suit – that
way the asker can ascertain whether partner’s key cards are working or not. The above exhibit
illustrates the method perfectly (the hand has been anonymised to protect the guilty). East opened 1
club, South passed, West bid 1 spade and North showed the other suits with a double. East now
tried for slam in spades with a leap to 5 diamonds – how many key cards do you have outside
diamonds, partner? However, one thing you must do when employing a less widely used method is
ensure that you and your partner are on the same page. Sadly, West was at least 15 pages behind
on this occasion, and passed. 8 down when 6 spades is cold did not score well.



Congratulations to everyone who participated in this super event, which looks like becoming a
regular feature of the annual calendar. And a huge shout out to the organisers (and directors)
Sylvester Riddell of Auckland and Gary Barwick of North Shore for their outstanding efforts in setting
all this up. I had intended to play in the event this year with Biritch the Russian Blue, but he was
otherwise engaged with some serious snoozing. Maybe next year.

Douglas Russell

Auckland


